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Once upon a time in the world of welding, Kemppi created X8 
By Jussi Kapanen, User Experience Manager, Kemppi Oy 

What is the purpose of a product? Its purpose is to change the story that the users live. To 

change any story, the prerequisite is to first know the original story. Before you can start 

developing a professional product, you must understand the users' working days. 

In a product development project, we move on a path from story analysis to story creation. This 

path is a story itself, and often an exciting adventure. 

 

When does a story start? In great stories, you can feel a long history hidden before their first 

sentence. Likewise, their last paragraph feels like a beginning for a new era. The real story is a 

never-ending path which we look through a window that fits between the first and the last page. 

The above applies also to R&D stories, the product development projects. At first glance, they 

seem to have beginnings and ends. Looking deeper, you see their never-ending continuums, 

towards both the past and the future. 

Stories are often crystallized to their turning points. Tuesday 25th October 2016 was a 

historical moment. People were tweeting about the #IoT welding machine, #UX revolution, 

outstanding industrial #design. Others called it the moment of redefining high-end arc welding 

products. 
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On that morning, Kemppi had just presented the X8 system publicly to customers and 

competitors. They also released the full version (1 min 55 s) of the Kemppi X8 MIG Welder video. 

No doubt, Kemppi X8 forms a turning point. It redefines a product genre. But when was the 

actual moment of redefinition? Perhaps earlier when X8 details had been freezed, after thorough 

usability tests? Or even earlier when the best of all the attractive product concepts was chosen? 

Creating a new product for industrial users is a long journey. Along it, many achievements are 

worth celebrating. Each of them opens a new platform to build the future. 

What Kemppi just launched was defined in the past. The Egyptian who invented welding 3500 

years ago was conceptually part of the Kemppi team. X8 design was driven by the same virtues 

that Vitruvius in his 1st century B.C. book "De Architectura" called firmitas, utilitas, venustas 

– reliable, useful and beautiful. 

 

And likewise, we who live now have already created the future – or more precisely, we have 

created the futures. Each day we pick up one of them, and turn towards a new subset of possible 

futures. Naturally, each day still provides an endless number of choices. 

How did the X8 story start?  

A few years ago, a very simple target was given for the project team: Create the best MIG 

welding system of the world, to be loved by users in 2017. 

Storytelling we can learn from great authors. They often advice to start from defining the 

characters: each person's values, motivations, needs, experiences. In R&D language, this phase is 

called user research. Any good product story is a consequence of user stories. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mnjDRQNm50M
http://www.theweldingleader.com/archived-articles/the-history-of-welding
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We, the Kemppi team, we walked to users, we looked and listened. We wrote down users' 

dreams. And believed in Jules Verne's words: Anything one man can imagine, other men can 

make real.  1 

(In fact, there was one user dream not implemented in the X8 project: the totally wireless 

welding, i.e. moving electricity over the air between the power source and the gun. Yes, Nikolai 

Tesla wrote an article of that already 120 years ago. However, it would not be truly user-centered 

to place a user within an electromagnetic field required to transmit 400 amps.) 

Creating something better than anything provided by competitors is not difficult – if you could 

stop time like Arthur C Clarke did in All the Time in the World. The clocks ticking around create 

the challenge. How high might the benchmark be in a few years - what will competitors launch in 

between?  

On the other hand, targeting to number 1 position is the simplest possible task. Then you don’t 

need to look at your competitors. You just move straight ahead. In our game, you keep the eyes 

targeted to users.  

Experience shows that implementing users’ dreams wouldn’t ensure product leadership. The 

competitors could have interviewed the same customers, making the same conclusions. To target 

higher, you need to understand the users’ work so deeply that you start to sense the invisible in 

their work, the tacit knowledge. You must be able to separate users' wants and needs, and see 

the possible futures beyond the short-term dreams. 

http://www.quotesigma.com/41-amazing-quotes-by-jules-verne/
http://www.quotesigma.com/41-amazing-quotes-by-jules-verne/
http://www.teslasociety.com/tesla_tower.htm
http://www.teslasociety.com/tesla_tower.htm
http://amazingstoriesmag.com/2015/05/review-time-world-arthur-c-clarke/
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Back in 2013, I tried to place myself to the future, imagining the moment of having completed 

the ongoing product project. For clarity, I replace here the product development codename with 

the final name, X8 MIG Welder. 

Written in January 2013: 

We did more than our homework. In the creation project of X8 MIG Welder we 

travelled from Brazil to Siberia. From docks to pipe lines. From small workshops to 

the biggest factories. 

We worked with welders. They asked for simplicity and reliability. We worked with 

welding engineers. They asked for productivity. We worked with their managers. 

They asked for customizable all-in-one products. 

X8 MIG Welder is not only their dream come true. X8 MIG Welder starts a new era. In 

1970s, Kemppi launched the world’s first welding inverter. It became the standard 

technology of all the competitors. In 1980s we extended to multi-process welding 

systems. In 1990s we were the first welding manufacturer to move from analog to 

digital technology. Others followed. 

For decades, we and our competitors have focused on technology innovations. Often 

new technology has made the work more difficult. Now we turn the page. Products 

must be primarily built on human needs. Every detail must earn its place by making 

the work easier, faster, more enjoyable. This leads to real productivity instead of just 

theoretical promises. 

X8 MIG Welder starts the era of human technology in our industry. 

Today, on 29th October 2016 I look back at this old paper. Wow, we did it! This proves the old 

wisdom that there is one simple way to forecast future reliably - just take your vision and make it 

happen.  

What did it require to succeed in a project like this? 

The whole team shared the goal of uncompromised quality: program management, project 

managers, industrial designers, mechanical designers, electronics designers, system architects, 

software architects, software developers, usability engineers, interaction designers, graphic 

designers... We are thankful to the welders who shared their insights, evaluated alternative 

concepts and welded with the working prototypes. And yes, we thank the 3D printer that printed 

new parts day in, day out.  

We wrote many stories. We built prototypes to let our users live them in real life. We tested and 

iterated everything for perfection. Ease-of-use, effectiveness, ergonomics, reliability.  Iterated, 

improved, re-tested. As another tiny example, we tested the meanings of the user interface 
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symbols with hundreds of welding professionals in 15 different countries. And if our competitors 

copy these, as a user-centered company we love that: every user benefits from consistency 

across products. 

 

The experience of designing a product? It is an exciting team adventure in a labyrinth. Each use 

case attracts you to a different direction. Along the way, many contradictory requirements form 

escape rooms that seem to be solvable only by magic. As a team, we proceed through ideas that 

may turn to dead ends or reveal shortcut doors. Gradually the way through the labyrinth turns 

into one clear path in our minds. We have found the way to the Product. 

How do you then know when a product is perfect? 

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry (1900-1944) is best known as the author of the Little Prince. He was 

also an engineer who knew the secret of creating great products:  

Perfection in design is not achieved when there is nothing more to add, but when 

there is nothing more to remove. 2 

(And as advised, his original proverb has been shortened over the years.) 

Of all the ways to design products, the way towards simplicity may be the most challenging. 

Some say there are two challenges to choose from: to make the product technically simple, or to 

make it simple to use. For a truly usability oriented company, there is no choice. External 

simplicity contributes to utilitas and venustas. Technical simplicity contributes to firmitas. 

Perfection in design means perfection in every detail, whether inside or outside. 

Kemppi X8 has opened doors to new futures – new choices for the users' working days. Later, 

insights of those user experiences will shape next products of Kemppi. Industrial product 

development is a never-ending path that product developers walk together with users. 

Working in R&D requires travelling not only in space but also in time. When I walk from the 

cafeteria back to my work desk, I walk back to the future. 

http://www.kapanen.fi/xj/design-is-perfect-when/
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______________________________________ 

1 Jules Verne, Around the World in Eighty Days (1873) 

2 Il semble que la perfection soit atteinte non quand il n’y a plus rien à ajouter, mais quand il n’y 

a plus rien à retrancher. (Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, Terre des Hommes, 1939) 


